Key Vocabulary

Chester - Year 3

Ordnance Survey Map – a detailed map

River Dee

Map of the Town Centre

produced with symbols and keys

Roman Settlement – a place where Romans
conquered, settled and used for their territory

Human and Physical Feature Map – a map

Regions over time

which shows human and physical features eg
the Roman Amphitheatre
Sketch Map - a very simple map
drawn from a ‘bird’s-eye view’. It is not drawn
to scale and only shows the main features
of an area.

Key

Not to scale

Weir – a low dam built across a river to raise
the level of water upstream or to regulate its
flow

River – a large natural stream of water
flowing in a channel to the sea, a lake or
another river

Fieldwork
1. Go to Chester, observe and record any
human and physical features you see.
What did you find?

– the principal church of a diocese
with which the bishop is officially associated

2. Take photos of places you see.

Roman Amphitheatre – a large circular or

3. Sketch maps of your journey.

Cathedral

oval open-air venue with raised seating built by
the ancient Romans

Estuary - the tidal mouth of a large river,
where the tide meets the stream

Bridge - a structure carrying a road, path,
railway, etc. across a river, road, or other
obstacle.
Geographical Region - areas that are divided
by physical & human characteristics NW SW
E/W Midlands etc

Counties of
the NW

The River Dee is a river in the United
Kingdom. It flows through parts of
both Wales and England, forming part of the
border between the two countries.
The river rises in Snowdonia, Wales, flows
east via Chester, England, and discharges to
the sea in an estuary between Wales and
the Wirral Peninsula in England. It has a total
length of 110 km (68 miles).
Human & Physical Feature map

